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OFFICIAL

Hello! 
and welcome, to our first issue of the OrCha Official! This bi-annual newsletter will provide you
with exclusive insights and updates on our latest projects and keep you up to date with upcoming
events and exhibitions! 

If you haven’t already, you can also follow us on social media and check out our website, just follow the links below!

Amongst the gumtrees, in a valley southwest of nowhere, not far from Johanna Beach; where the
stars ignite the night sky without a hint of light pollution. Huddled around a vibrant campfire on
a typically unpredictable night in spring, six creatives and their partners, gathered for a playful sing.

There was Homie and Sahaj from India, New Delhi. Carlo from the Philippines and Uyen from
Vietnam. Fabian from Colombia and Liberatas from Down Under. And yet, somehow, from the
hurricane of chaos and confusion coursed by five different languages, cultures and understandings;
in tin the eye of the storm, there was a single idea that rang harmoniously through them all. 

The idea that play and interactivity are intrinsic 
in the creation of innovative and insightful 
multimedia-based experiences, and that  
in order to envision, conceptualize and create
ground-breaking, interactive, insightful 
experiences, everything starts with community 
andcollaboration. 

ItIt was on this night in October, or “ORCHA-tober” 
as they are now calling it, that the OrCha 
Collective was born.  

‘OrCha’ is derived from the term ‘Organised 
Chaos’ referring to the chaos that ensues when 
six creative minds get together and the 
oorganization required to combine our creative 
superpowers so they could truly bring their ideas 
to life and make great art, games, and interactive 
experiences for good.

FROM LEFT: Homie, Sahaj Garg, Uyen Nguyen and Fabian Mora sit around the 
camp-fire in Johanna, 2020. Image Credit: Liberatas

The OrCha Collective believes that 
everything starts with community 

and collaboration.

ORIGINS OF ORCHA 
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JUMPING INTO 2021 WITH A BANG!

Three months into the beginnings of the OrCha 
Collective the COVID-19 pandemic erupted and the 
creative industry all but shut down completely. 
Spread out across the state, OrCha refused to give 
up hope, maintaining contact online and 
overcoming hurdles as they appeared.

Hitting the ground running, OrCha’s Liberatas 
ppresented her preliminary research on “Playable 
CCartography” at SIGGRAPH Asia’s International 
Conference and Exhibition on Computer Graphics 
and Interactive Techniques. Alongside her short VR 
Animation “Edgars (Equirectangular) Escapade” 
which featured as part of the VR Theatre track and 
explores what it is like to live with epilepsy – outside 
the realm of time and space. 

LibeLiberatas finished off 2020 presenting extensions 
of this research: “Collaborative Cartography” at 
ArteFacto - International Journal and Conference of 
Transdisciplinary Studies in Arts, Technology and 
Society, in Portugal.

Three of OrCha’s finest, Carlo, Homie and Fabian had their work featured as part of the ‘Abstract Animation 
Showcase’ curated by Matthew Riley, held at Bunjil Place as part of the “Outdoor Screen Program” in 
January and February 2021. 

Exploring the theme of what's hidden and the fact that there’s always another side, Fabian Mora’s 
“Structure” is a 3D abstract animation that uses monochromatic geometric cubes. Whilst Homie’s work 
“Paroxysm” is a “self-unfolding animation that intertwines multiple Physics systems and Kaleidoscopic 
aarrangements to mimic the flux of constant emotional activity and thoughts in our minds.” Finally Carlo’s 
work “ Suntitled” is a hand-drawn abstract short animation that explores randomized sound.

Suntitled by Carlo TOlentino “Paraoxysm” by Homie was inspired by the constant emotional 
activity that inhabits our minds during the quarantine, Paroxysm is 
a reflection of the state of the mind.

“Structure” by Fabian Mora (Screen capture) a 3D animation that 
explores the theme of the hidden, the unknown. Exploring the 
idea that there is always another side...

Carlo’s work “ Suntitled” is a hand-drawn abstract short animation 
that explores randomized sound.

Three months into the beginnings of the OrCha 
Collective, COVID-19 happened... The Collective 
refused to give up hope, maintaining contact online 
and overcoming hurdles as they appeared.
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“Edgars (equirectangular) Escapade” is a short 360 animation depicting the life of epileptic, Edgar. 
Playing with time and space as Ed feels as thought he lives outside of it. 
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Sahaj Garg has been busy working with RMIT IN-
TERSECT and Melbourne Central as part of the 
public art project “LIGHTSCAPES.” The 
artwork explores the wide spectrum of feelings 
of isolation and companionship amidst the pan-
demic, and was installed at Melbourne Central 
Station on March 2021 and will be on display for 
some time.

The OrCha collective also offered to carry out the 
first livestreamed end of year expo - MAGI EXPO  
for the RMIT's Master of Animation, Games and 
Interactivity programme. The home base and 
alma matter where all the OrCha members met, 
learned and evolved together. Carlo Tolentino 
was also one of the event’s guest speakers, who 
taltalked about his projection-mapping practice 
and the OrCha collective.

Summer was just a warm-up for The OrCha 
Collective, as they held the world premiere of 
their mobile game: “Virtual footprints – 
BBrisbane.” Launched as part of Curiocity Bris-
bane on March 12th 2021. “Virtual Footprints – 
Brisbane” is OrCha’s first-ever application to be 
launched in the play store!

This early access release of OrCha’s loca-
tion-based, mixed reality, collaborative mobile 
game, aims to teach participants about the 
impact of human interactions with nature, by al-
lowing participants to virtually plant, grow and 
nurture seeds in a collaborative, community 
garden. Most exciting of the games features is 
the inclusion of multiplayer functions, a feat yet 
to be perfected in AR! This feature allows for a 
collaborative experience as players can not only 
see their own plants but others too!

After the captivating response from players in 
Brisbane, the Jubilant OrCha Collective have 
been busy working behind the scenes to bring 
their creation home, although they can’t say to 
much just yet, you can expect to be sowing your 
own virtual seeds right here in Melbourne by the 
end of 2021.

VIRTUAL FOOTPRINTS

Meanwhile, Uyen Nguyen has been collaborating with Matthew Riley &amp; Max Piantoni, alongside
sound designer Rod Price and AI engineer Duy Phuong Nguyen to create “You, Me, Things” which is
currently touring Australia with Experimenta Life Forms. 
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Sahaj Garg’s “LIGHTSCAPES.” The artwork explores the wide spectrum of feelings of isolation and 
companionship amidst the pandemic, and was installed at Melbourne Central Station on march 2021.

Virtual footprints – Brisbane.” Launched as part of Curiocity Brisbane on March 12th 2021. 
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If you like the sound of “Virtual Footprints” you can 
help the OrCha Collective bring their game to your 
city by contributing to their “Go Fund Me” 

campaign OR purchasing any of their exclusive 
Virtual Footprints Merchandise! The OrCha 
CCollective has just released a line of Official T-shirts, 
and Hoodies just in time to keep you warm this 
winter!

Go Fund Me Link: https://gf.me/u/zq3byg

Merch Store Link: 
https://www.liberatas.net/virtual-footprints-official-merchan

AllAll Contributors to the Go Fund Me Campaign will 
have the chance to have their names engraved in 
the credits of Virtual Footprints future releases 
AND be given the chance to access early releases 
and get access to exclusive content! 

As Winter approaches, The OrCha Collective has been cooling down with Carlo Tolentino in collaboration 
with Sahaj Garg showcasing their interactive-projection mapping work “The Brunswick Ball” as part of the 
National Gallery of Victoria’s Design week. Alongside Liberatas’ community cartographic project: “Draw 
and Explore.”
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Sahaj and Liberatas provide the public with live demo’s of “Virtual Footprints”  
during Curiocity Brisbane 2021. 

Virtual Footprints Kids Hoodie Virtual Footprints ADULTS Hoodie Virtual Footprints Mug

“The Brunswick Ball” is a physical outdoor interactive-projection prototype, 
focused on movement and music-making through motion capture or 
environmental interaction.

“Draw and Explore” is a  community driven project by Liberatas that aims to get 
Victoria moving again post lock down.

ORCHA IN NGV MELBOURNE DESIGN WEEK

https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-orcha-bring-virtual-footprints-to-your-city?utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=customer&utm_campaign=p_lico+share-sheet
https://www.liberatas.net/virtual-footprints-official-merchan
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As the OrCha Collective takes a step back to reflect on the first six months of OrCha, they are proud of 
everything that they have achieved, learnt and created. “Virtual footprints” being launched in the app 
store being their most notable achievement thus far.

OrCha is  enthusiastic about the future of the Collective, with fresh projects lined up at Bunjil Place in 
Narre Warren and another in collaboration with The Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung Cultural Heritage 
AboAboriginal Corporation, Melbourne Community Indigenous Film Collective and Yarnin Pictures for the 
Gertrude Projection Festival. The Collective also has works in the pipeline to see the release of Virtual 
Footprints Melborune by the end of 2021!

To keep up to date and be the first to hear about updates for these upcoming projects and other future 
projects, make sure you follow us on social media and keep an eye on our website! 

WHAT’S NEXT?

https://www.instagram.com/orchacollective/
https://www.facebook.com/orcha.create
https://www.orchacollective.com/
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